INTRODUCTION
All graphs considered in this paper are undirected, finite, and simple. For a connected graph G, the following game is studied. There are two players called the cop player c and the robber player ,t. First c places s cops at some of the vertices of G, where s is a given positive integer. 4 then places a robber R at some vertex of G, and the players move alternately thereafter beginning with C. A move of c consists of choosing a (possibly empty) subset V' of the set W of cops and moving each cop of %Z';' along an edge to an adjacent vertex. Similarly, when & is moving, the robber either stays at his present vertex or he is moved to an adjacent vertex. Throughout it is allowed that two or more cops are on the same vertex. c wins if he "catches 37 THOMAS ANDREAE the robber," i.e., if he manages that, after a finite number of moves, a cop is on the same vertex as R. ti wins if he avoids this forever. We emphasize the fact that there is complete information in this game. Throughout this paper, G denotes a connected (nonempty) graph, namely, the board of our game. Define the cop number of G, denoted c(G), as the least number s of cops such that c has a winning strategy. In general, c(G) can be arbitrarily high (see [ 1, 2] ), but for certain classes of graphs the situation is much better. It is the purpose of the present paper to establish results that relate c(G) to the "forbidden minor concept." A graph His a minor (or a subcontraction) of a graph F, denoted H< F, if a copy of H can be obtained from a subgraph of F by contracting certain of its edges (where loops and multiple edges are suppressed). Our investigations were motivated by a result of Aigner and Fromme [ 1 ] We also remark that in [ 1, 2] , for each of his moves, c has to move at least one cop to an adjacent vertex. For technical reasons, we have dropped this rule. Clearly this does not affect the value of c(G) since inactivity of c can be answered by leaving R on its present vertex.)
In Section 3, we establish the following result (Theorem 1). Suppose that H is a graph and h is a vertex of H such that H-h has no isolated vertices. Then c(G) 6 jE(H -h)l provided that G F H. In particular, this implies that c(G) < [E(H)1 if G % H for a connected H with at least two edges. As another consequence of Theorem 1 we find that, for each graph H, there exists a minimal positive integer u(H) such that c(G) d u(H) whenever G F H. In Section 4 we refine these results for special classes of graphs. It is shown that cr(A) = 2 and IX(B) = 3, where A and B are the graphs shown in Fig. 1 . In particular since K, as well as K,,, is a minor of B, this implies that three cops are enough to catch the robber when KS (or K3,3) is excluded as a minor of G. For a similar reason cr(K, ) = cl(K;,) = 2. In addition, we find a( W,,) < Fir/31 + 1. (K; , K,, and W, are defined as in the abstract.)
Quilliot [9] supplements the result on planar graphs by showing that c(G) Q 2y(G) + 3, where y(G) is the genus of G. As another consequence of
Theorem 1 we establish an upper bound on c(G) in terms of the cross-cap number y"(G). We also discuss the relationship between the cop number and simplicial decompositions and close with a list of open problems. Our terminology is standard; for all concepts and notations not defined here, we refer to Bondy and Murty [3] . F, H always denote graphs. V(H) and E(H) denote the vertex set and edge set of H, respectively. For a, b E V(H), (u, blH for some t E T, i = 1 or 2). PV denotes the positive integers and c denotes proper inclusion. %? always denotes the set of cops. A path is an A, B-path if its first vertex is in A and its last is in B.
A RETRACTION TECHNIQUE: CATCHING AN IMAGINARY ROBBER ON A GEODESIC PATH
In our proofs, we use a retraction technique which we adopt from the proofs of Aigner and Fromme [ 1, Theorem 61 and Quilliot [9, Theorem 11. The basic idea can be described as follows. For HE F, let cp: V(F) + V(H) be a mapping such that (i) q(a) (p(b)EE(H) or q(a) = q(b) whenever ub E E(F) and (ii) q(u) = a for each UE V(H). Then cp is called a retraction from F to H. If P is a geodesic x, y-path of F, then there exists a retraction cp from F to P. (For example, cp can be defined by choosing q(u) as the unique vertex 2 E P for which (x, zip = min{ Ix, ulF, (x, ~1,); see also [6] for further results on retractions.) Now, denote by Y the vertex on which the robber R is placed and consider the image q(r) for some retraction 40 from G to a geodesic path P of G. Note that, because of (i), q(r) may be thought of as an imaginary robber moving (or staying put) on P whenever R is. moved to an adjacent vertex. Thus, by moving along P, a single cop C can "catch" q(r) and follow q(r) in all subsequent moves. This way, C controls P since by (ii) R would immediately be caught if he should ever enter P. We shall use this technique for situations of the following type. For KG G, let T be a component of G -K and suppose that R is on a vertex of T. Suppose further that, for some %" c %, each cop of %' controls a certain path of K such that each T-neighbor is under control of some cop of %?. Then R cannot leave T without being immediately caught. For i= 1, 2, let xi be a T-neighbor or x, E V(T). For G' := TO {x,, x,}, let P c G' be an x1, x,-path which is geodesic in G' and let cp be a retraction from G' to P. There will be two (slightly) different situations which we call (2.1) and (2.2): (2.1) Suppose that there exists a cop CE %?\%I. Then C can be used for the control of P, i.e., C can catch (and follow) q(r) on P. (Of course, since cp is nor a retraction from G to P, this works only as long as the cop player prevents R from leaving T.) (2.2) Suppose that x1 is a T-neighbor and that there is a cop C E %?:' whose only task is to control x1 (by sitting on x1).
Also in this case, C can be used for the control of P since, starting from zcI, C can move along P and catch q(r). (For this, note that in the time when C is on its way to catch q(r), R cannot leave T via an edge between T and x1.) This will be a useful tool to minimize the number of cops brought into action. Finally, as in [ 11, we notice that a cop who controls a path Q in the sense of this chapter also controls each subpath of Q.
BOUNDING THE COP NUMBER BY EXCLUDING A MINOR
The main result of this section is the following. THEOREM 
Let H be a graph and h be a vertex of H such that H-h has no isolated vertices. Suppose that G y H. Then c(G) < IE( H -h)l.
Proof. Denote the vertices of H-h by hi (i = l,..., t) and, for each edge hihi of H-h, let e,:= h,h,. Let % be a set of IE(H-h)J cops. Hence, for each eij, there is a corresponding cop, say, C,. For the proof of our theorem we have to show that these cops are enough to catch R. For this purpose, suppose that A is a nonempty subgraph of H-h and that XE E(H -h)\E(A) is a set of edges such that each e E X is incident with at least one vertex of A. Suppose further that (i) to each h,E V(A) there corresponds a nonempty connected subgraph Hi of G such that Hi n H, = # whenever j # k, (ii) to each eijE E(A) there corresponds a Hi, H,-path P,s G such that these paths are internally disjoint and that each P, has only its endvertices in common with the union of the graphs Hk, and (iii) to each e, E X is assigned a vertex pV such that pii~ H, for k = i or k =j. Let K be the union of all graphs H, and all paths P,. (Then
Now assume that R is placed on some vertex of G -K and let T be the component of G-K which contains R. Assume further that the following conditions (a) and (b) hold:
(a) Each of the paths P, is (in the sense of Sect. 2) under control of the corresponding cop C, and, on each vertex pii, the cop C, is placed.
(b) For each T-neighbor v, u E P, or v = pII for some i, j.
Recall that, as long as (a) and (b) hold, R cannot leave the "robberterritory" T without being immediately caught. Note further that, at the beginning of each play, an initial situation which has the above properties is trivially given. (Namely, after the players have placed their men on the board, let u be one of the vertices that are occupied by a cop, say, C,. Then let A := h,, X := (eV}, H, := K := p. := u.) Thus, in order to complete the proof it is sufficient to show that the cop player can move his men such that, after a linite number of moves, the above situation is reproduced with a new A', x', and a corresponding K' instead of A, X, K such that the new robber-territory T' is a proper subgraph of T. Below, we shall only describe A', X', and K'. The correspondence between the elements of V(A'), ,!?(A'), and x' to certain subgraphs of K' will then be clear from the context. First we show that w.1.o.g. the following two assumptions can be made:
(1) Each ps is a T-neighbor. (u, ,. .., vk) and consider A', K', x', H: instead of A, K, X, Hi. Hence we may assume that each P, contains at least two Tneighbors and, consequently, that both endvertices of P, are T-neighbors. From this, together with (1 ), we get (2), except for the case that some Hi neither contains a vertex pii nor an endvertex of a path P,. Let A' result from A by dropping all isolated vertices hi of A for which the corresponding H, contains no vertex pli and define K' analogously. Note that A' is nonempty. Hence, considering A', K' instead of A. K, we are done. Now, A is a proper subgraph of H -h since A = H -h, together with (2), would imply H< G. Thus, since H -h contains no isolated vertices, E(A) c E( H -h). W.1.o.g. let e,, E E( H -h)\E(A ). Choose distinct vertices x, , x2 E G as follows. For i = 1, 2, if hi E A, let xi E Hi be a T-neighbor (see (2) ) and, if hi4 A, let xie T; moreover, if er2 E X, let x, = P,~ or x2 = p12 (see (1) ). Let P,, be a geodesic xi, x,-path of TO {xi, x2}. Note that, if ei2 +! X, then we are in the situation (2.1) and, otherwise, in (2. It follows from [2] that, in general, excluding a subdivision of a graph H (instead of a minor) does not bound the cop number. Proof: Let n be the greatest integer such that K, =$ G. We may assume that n 3 3. Then, by [ 12, Theorem 6 .41 together with the fact that H < G always implies y"(H) <y"(G), one finds that y"(G) 2 y"(K,) > $(n -3)(n -4). Proof: Assume that G F A and let %? = {C,, C,}. We want to show that these cops are enough to catch R. The proof is organized similar to the proof of Theorem 1. For a certain K E G, suppose that R is on a vertex of a component T of G-K.
Suppose further that one of the following three conditions holds: (I) K is a single vertex u on which a cop CE % is placed. (This is also the initial situation.) (II) K is a cycle that contains a path P which is under control of C E %'. In addition, P contains all T-neighbors.
(III) K is the union of three internally disjoint x, y-paths Qi (i= 1, 2, 3), x # y. Moreover there exist vertices x, E Q,, x2 E Qz such that the following holds. Let Pi := Qi(Xiy y), i = 1,2. Then Pi is under control of Crci, E % (i = 1, 2; t( 1) # t(2)) and P, u P, contains all T-neighbors. (See also Fig. 2a.) Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we shall show that, after a finite number of moves, c can reproduce this situation with K' and T instead of K and T such that T' c T. We shall distinguish between the three cases that (I), (II), or (III) holds, which we shortly call Cases (I), (II), and (III).
Case (I). Pick WE V(T) such that UWEE(G). If there is just one edge between u and T, then c can move C to u'. This reproduces (I) and reduces T. Otherwise, let G' be the graph that results from T@ (u, w} when we drop the edge VW. Let P be a geodesic v, w-path of G'. Then I: can use the cop #C to control P. This way, c produces the situation of Case (II) and reduces T.
Case (II). If K contains just one T-neighbor u, then we may assume that C controls P just by sitting on u; thus we are in Case (I) and can proceed like there. Otherwise, we can assume that the (distinct) endvertices x, y of P are T-neighbors. Let P, := P and P, be a geodesic x, y-path of T@ (9, y}. Then c can use the cop #C to control Pz. This produces the situation of Case (III) and reduces T.
Case (III).
W.1.o.g. we may assume that t(i)=i (i= 1, 2) and that one of the vertices xi, .x2 is distinct from x. Let PIP := Pi-y, i = 1, 2, where P; may be void. We may assume that each P; contains at least one Tneighbor, for otherwise we are back in Case (II). From this, together with G % A and since x, # x or x2 #x, one concludes that PI or P; , say P; , contains exactly one T-neighbor xi. Let y' E P, be a T-neighbor such that II?, Y'IP* is minimal and let P be a geodesic xi, y'-path of T@ {xi, y' ). Note that y is under the control of both cops. Hence, giving up C,'s control on y but without ever loosing control on xi, the cop player can move C, to X~ and, thereafter, use C, to control P. This reproduces Case (III) (with xi, y' instead of xi, v) and reduces T. This proves the first part of our theorem.
For the proof of the second, assume that G F B and let $$ = (C,, C,, C3 >. Then, proceeding as before, we distinguish between four cases, where (I), (II), and (III) are the same as above and (IV) is as follows.
(IV) K is a subdivision of K4 for which we suppose that the vertices of degree three can be denoted x,, x2, x3, xq such that the following holds. For i = 1,2, 3, let Qi be the xi, x, + i -path of K that avoids the other vertices of degree three (see also Fig. 2b ). Then there are vertices ~1~ E Q,, y, E Q3 such that for P, := Qi(y,, x2), P, := Q2, and P, := Qx(yx, x,), (i) P, u P, u P, contains all T-neighbors and (ii) each Pi is under control Of a COP ct(i)3 {t(l), t(2), t(3)) = {1,2,3}.
In case (I) or (II) holds, we can proceed as above. Suppose (III) holds. W.1.o.g. let xi # x. Adopting the notations from above, we may assume that each P,: contains at least two T-neighbors, since otherwise we can proceed as above. Choose T-neighbors a E P; , b E P, such that Ju, XJ p, + lb, y( p2 is minimal. Then1 { y, a, b, X) 1 = 4 and C3 can be used for the control of an appropriate a, b-path. This results in situation (IV).
Case (IV). W.l.0.g. t(i)= i (i= 1, 2, 3); let P; := P, -x2, P, := P,-{x,,x,}, P, :=P,-x,.
If P; (or P; ) contains no T-neighbor, then we are in (III), and therefore we may assume that y, #x2, y3 #xX, and that y, and y, are T-neighbors, If Pr contains exactly one T-neighbor, then let P be a geodesic yi , y,-path of TO {Y, , y, }. Then, since x2 is under control of C,, the cop player can use C, to win control on P. This reduces T and reproduces (IV) with x2, .x3, y3, y, instead of x, , x2, x3, x4. Thus by symmetry, we may assume that both P; and P3-, contain at least two Tneighbors. Then, because G p B, Py contains no T-neighbor. Thus, since x2(x3) is under control of C,(C,), C2 is available and can be used to reduce T and reproduce (IV). (The details are left for the reader.) m In addition, we have the following result on wheels W,,. Since its proof is similar to the proofs of the preceeding theorems (actually easier) we just give a short sketch of the proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2, we have two cases (I) and (II), where (I) is the same as before and (II) is as follows:
(II) K is a cycle that contains t disjoint subpaths P,,..., P, (1 6 t < [n/3 1) such that all T-neighbors are in P, u . . . u P, and each P, is controlled by a cop Ci (i= l,..., t).
Case (I) can be settled as before. Suppose (II). Then, using the available cop C# {ci: i= l,..., t}, I' can reproduce (I) or (II) with T'c T. For this note that, if t = rn/3], then some Pi contains less than three T-neighbors and thus it can be achieved that, instead of C, some cop Ci becomes the available cop. a
SOME REMARKS ON SIMPLICIAL DECOMPOSITIONS
The following result relates the cop number of G to the cop numbers of its blocks: Prooj The case that G has no cut vertices is trivial. Let [VI = m + 1 and let u be a cut vertex of G. Suppose that a cop C,, is on v ("as a guard") and R is in a component T of G -u. Let B be the (unique) block of G such that u E B and B n T # 0. Clearly, there exists a retraction from G to B. Thus c can use the cops # C, to catch the corresponding imaginary robber in B and, once this is done, we may assume that R is no longer in B. Let T' be the component of G-B that contains R. Then T'c T, and C, (which is now available) can be used to build up the former situation with T' instead of T. i Simplicial decompositions generalize the decomposition of a graph into its blocks. The close connection between excluding a minor and simplicial decompositions was for the first time studied by Wagner [lo] who characterized, in terms of simplicial decompositions, the graphs not containing K, as a minor. (For a definition and basic facts on simplicial decompositions, see, e.g., [4, 111 .) The following more general version of (5.1) holds: 6. OPEN PROBLEMS
